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It's too late to back the deal. Another unusual approach has to do with eating or, to (9) more precise, chewing. She has been taking/having English lessons for a year. Meditation, stretching, walking and (13) reading are also effective for many people. In a paragraph of between 50 and 70 words, summarise the different accounts of how the Giant's
Causeway was formed. , , next Sunday. We believe everything in the internet must be free. 10 I think there will be a war soon. o Nobody spoke when the teacher asked who the culprit was. FIXED PHRASES in abeyance (ij: halted temporarily be of/hove no fixed abode (ij: be homeless out and about: 1) outdoors in the abstract: of its own accord: agree
to differ/disagree: in arrears: cast aspersions (ij: cost an arm and a leg (inij: be thrown off balance: on the ball: below the belt: be beside oneself with anger/excitement: bide one's time: in the black: blaze a trail: on the blink (inij: go by the board: cut to the bone: out of bounds: pick someone's brains (inij: 2) travelling from one place to another in a
general way automatically stop arguing because there is no chance of agreement have not paid the money they owe criticise be very expensive be surprised/confused alert cruel and unfair to be extremely angry/excited wait for a good opportunity not owing anybody any money (opp.: in the red) discover I explore sth new stop working properly (of
electrical equipment) be rejected/ignored/ no longer possible reduced to thel a minimum prohibited, forbidden (place) ask sb to help with a probleml extract information from an expert 23 Complete the sentences using one of the fixed phrases in an appropriate form. 8 She started English lessons a year ago. 18 I only slept for an hour last night. aware
Stephen . I haven't seen her for a month. A was going B went C have been goi ng o had been goi ng 11 Sue from a severe bout of flu at the time. ever It's . {= possess} 1 Put the verbs in brackets into the appropriate present tense. S There's been a hurricane in Manila, and all flights have been cancelled . EXTEND Modigliani was not a professional
portraitist in the strict sense of the word. I believe there will be an economic crisis soon. apple Being her only niece, . 33 The news was a shock to us. Proverbs commonly used proverbs with explanations through exercises. Use the word given in capitals at the end of some of the lines to form a word that fits in the space in the same line. 17 Becky
didn't tell you because she assumed you already knew. 6 He ioined the golf club ten months ago. (G) I hadn't even finished reading them the first chapter when my daughter sat up and yelled ''That's horrible I How could you write something like that?" Needless to say, I didn't finish the story. 1 34 7 Conditionals 138 Practice Test 7 154 8 Wishes Unreal Past 158 Practice Test 8 1 74 9 Relatives 178 Practice Test 9 1 92 10 Nouns 196 Practice Test 10 210 11 Articles 214 Practice Test 11 226 12 Causative Form 230 Practice Test 12 244 13 Clauses 248 Practice Test 13 270 14 Inversion 274 Practice Test 14 286 15 Conjunctions - Punctuation 290 Practice Test 15 . I went to bed after Monica .
disposal My boss '" . Terry Poole (0) is (be) an engineer who (1) (work) for an international aid organisation. embarrassed. 6 A: So, are you ready to go? THE PRESENTATION OF HISTORY When dealing with (0) f3enf3itive issues such as the atrocities of war and man's (16) to man, interpreters of history may try in vain to give an even-handed (17) . 7
The boy could do nothing but nervously when he was asked to stand up in front of the class. logical assumptions about sb's actions He will have gone to sleep by now. (never/survive) her trip to Paris last month. • Her hands were swollen and from the unaccustomed hard work. These include verbs related to: senses thinking emotion & feeling other
Notes see, hear, smell, feel, taste think, agree, believe, consider, doubt, expect, feel (=think) feel, forgive, hate, loathe, like, dislike, love, mind, wish, etc appear/seem, be, belong, have (=possess), keep (=continue), matter, owe, possess/own etc • Verbs of the senses can have continuous forms, but then there's a change in meaning. by/before are used
with Future Perfect in positive sentences; until is used in negative sentences She will have cleaned the house by 6 o'clock. "If I (0) am (be) re-elected, I (1) , (give) you my word that the first issues I (2) (tackle) are those of the environment and education. a recent Home Office report. Time Expressions: yesterday, . doubt According to Dr Donovan, '" the
position He's been writing the novel for nearly two years. His paintings are almost always portraits of relatives, (9) of the Parisian literary PERSON scene of his times and the contemporary artistic world, along with many portraits of (10) persons. • You can't simply the blame on the government whenever things go wrong! • She the pillow angrily and
started crying, wishing she hadn't told him anything . acquaint Miss Hayes running of the office. A real C valid B authentic D natural 7 He may appear to be but in fact he's a compulsive liar. files until the end of the decade. Specifically, we write books for eight to twelve year-olds and teens. 2 My little sister still believes Father Christmas. There's no
reason to believe that he'll agree. apparently I was surprised that Meg . Furthermore, his QUESTION (a) study of African sculpture made a profound impression on his painting style. 7 If's a month since she moved to Austria. B: OK, but get a move on or we be late. 3 The plant manager answers directly the head of the company. She feels it is her to
socialise with uneducated people. 8 I never expected you to say such a thing! 9 You can take the whole lot . o He walked (walk) to the front of the stage, took (take) a bow and waved (wave) to the audience. to do is (6) new guidelines for (7) of Europe. {= I believe} • Have can have continuous forms in certain expressions such as: have a bath, have a
nap, have fun, have a good time, etc. Appendices The appendices on phrasal verbs, idioms/fixed phrases, words often confused, word formation, prepositions and verbal constructions at the end of the book aim to help students in their studies as well as teachers in checking the students' competence in these difficult areas of the English language. (To
be used with reference to Append ix 3) Collocations - exercises designed to familiarise students with word-combination. 44 3 Infinitive -ing Form 48 Practice Test 3 66 4 Passive Voice 70 Practice Test 4 86 5 Reported Speech 90 Practice Test 5 1 1 0 6 Adjectives - Adverbs 114 Practice Test 6 . 2 There's a feeling of anticipation at the moment. 6 The
accused will answer his actions in the highest court in the land. Mrs Bates Cologne. 3 Mr Parker was arrested exceeding the speed limit. 4 When did you leave school? We need your help to maintenance this website. Then again, if all (15) fails, you could always try counting sheep! ~ 24 Read the text below. As co-writers, we've put together all sorts of
stories featuring all sorts of heroes, from princesses and trolls to singing horse riders and animated green slime. During winter the shelters are full of people of no fixed . There, he was overwhelmed by the painting of Paul Cezanne, which exerted an (7) influence on the earliest phase of his work. consideration I always . o • One doesn't need to be an
expert to appreciate the beauty of classical music. I believe the man you're looking for is standing right next to us. Time Expressions: for, since, how long, before, until etc This theatre used to be a hospital. One item has been done for you. ~hen they see boys they like. 3 4 5 • The original of the restaurant included an open kitchen by the front
entrance. She didn't start (doing) her homework until her brother had left for school. (To be used with reference to Appendix 5) Key word transformations - discrete items with a lead-in sentence and a gapped response to complete using a given word. on the issue. 34 James realised that he could never be an architect. 9 Being her only niece, Ann is
very precious to her. 16 I always think about transport costs when job hunting. up Only Sheila . 5 The baby has been acting all day. Let our guides tell you all about its creation, its history, and how it has inspired numerous Irish myths and legends. Their aim is to establish new standards for all of Europe. escape The trapped fireman . {direct time
reference} She phoned before the boss came. 4 Miss Hayes will explain the day-ta-day running of the office to you. • Game wardens traps to catch poachers and hunters. approve Our teacher . The first legend says that the Causeway was McCool's labour of love. 2 The students when they saw that their teacher had sat on some chewing gum. Tom has
always dreamed of being in a musical; he might make it one day. The needs of business led to the development of the postal service as we know (15) today. 24 2 Modals 28 Practice Test 2 . an architect. (To be used with reference to Appendix 2) Prepositions - verbs, nouns and adjectives followed by prepositions written in alphabetical groups and
tested in sentence form. 3 I don't mind staying in on a Saturday night if I have good company. cut James realised . (=He hasn't come back yet.) 2 Fill in the blanks with have been to, have been in or have gone to in their correct form. (still/build) this shopping centre. started It is "" the novel 15 Read the text below and think of the word which best fits
each space. 6 When the children arrived at the fair, they made a beeline the ghost train. o Our firm is launching (launch) two new products 6 The place looks like a bombsite! What . 5 A holiday in the UK . 8 • Peter's and sense of humour made him a welcome guest on anyone's list. down on condition we paid cash. 7 Faced with such formidable
opposition to his proposal, he had no choice but to back . We it for fifteen years." A had had C have had B have been having o used to have 7 "What's wrong with Robert?" "I don't know. The tops of these columns (the tallest of which is 12 metres high) are relatively flat, and act as stepping stones which lead from the top of a perilous cliff gradually out
into the rough Irish sea. 6 You must his educational background when deciding what work to give him. 3 While you (sleep) Joan . in his boots. One has been done for you. 37 I never have enough time these days. 4 The woman with pleasure when she saw her daughter get off the plane. If you until the market improves, you'll get a better return on your
investment. B: Is it? A agree C admit B consider D consent 8 The entire staff was thrown off when the news of the takeover was announced. 36 I'm sick of that programme; I've watched it too often. possible action seen in the future as a result of sth else He doesn't know how to light a fire. '" '" to us is the one you're looking for. We'll keep you posted. 4
I was prepared to back her story because I knew it was the truth. A brains B mind C head D intellect 6 I'm not sure I can answer that. • The doctors said they would have to carry out a test prior to the operation. 8 His abstinence caffeine lasted only two months. fixed arrangements for the near future They are going on an excursion tomorrow.
presented What . The audience started nervously when the cameras pointed their way. A I bumped an old school friend in town last week. . Mozart started composing music during his earl) childhood. 14. She Thailand. In my opinion, there is going to be a war soon. As the level of the books was appropriate to my children's age, I thought I'd "test" the
book on them. B: No later than that, as I (not) be at the office before 5 today. the story. • If you wrap the cheese tightly in plastic . Her clothes were soaked because she . Will you let me know what it's like as I'd like to have a go too? A authentic C natural B genuine D real 8 If you have stomach problems it is best to avoid food. 2 He promised to come
to the party on Friday; , I don't think we should count on him. when it is not certain whether sth will happen (prediction) Perhaps itll rain tomorrow. as soon as he saw May crying. (B) The irresistible combination of fantasy and realism kept the boy spellbound night after night. SENSE HUMAN TREAT HORROR SHAME SENTIMENT PERCEIVE WILL
DEEP PROVOKE AGREE Think of one word only which can be used appropriately in all three sentences. 24 Choose the correct item. 28 Choose the correct item. He has been a member of the golf club for ten months. 5 Fiona pleasantly at her neighbour when she saw her walking through the park. to disagree. remained Everyone remained silent when
the teacher asked who the culprit was. 29 • You needn't take the pot out of its . It's been a long time since I to him." A have spoken C had spoken B spoke 0 speaking 4 "It's a pity she had to pull out of the competition." "Yes, especially since she such excellent progress." A is making C had been making B made 0 has been making 5 "Who's going to
collect your mail while you're on holiday?" "I have asked my cousin./I A ever C yet B still 0 already 6 "Did you get to see Frances in the end?/I /lNo. She for the airport when I arrived at her home." A would leave C had left B was leaving 0 left 7 "Helen moved to london last week./I "Well, I suppose she'll find it difficult to on the left./I A be used to
driving C get used to driving B use to drive 0 be used to drive 8 "How long have you been with Sears S.A.?/I "By next month I there for a year." A will be working C am going to work B have worked 0 will have been working 9 "Did you stay up late yesterday?" "Not really. 9 The roses have been for a few days now. • Poor Mark! I feel really about his
being laid off on his birthday. o The cinema which was adjacent to the bank was badly damaged in the earthquake. 13 14 Tenses ( CONUERSATIONAL GRAMMAR) 13 Choose the correct item. Preparing for Part 5 - a two-page section preparing students for the comprehension questions and summary writing task required for Part 5 of the revised
Cambridge Proficiency Examination. Grammar In this section there is a condensed presentation of grammar structures followed by graded exercises which practise the various phenomena, including conversational grammar four-option multiple choice sentences. 18 How would you deal with such a challenge? I have a feeling that he won't agree. 5
France hasn't won a gold medal in this sport for ages. • Helen blew back a stray of hair. next week. night if I have good company. I haven't got used to living abroad yet. past actions which won't be repeated Marilyn Monroe starred in liThe Seven Year Itch ". B Alastair loved his father's bedtime stories, which were both realistic and imaginative cj
Complete the summary below. The Prime Minister said that he would speak to his advisors and then act their advice. 32 My boss says I can use his car whenever I want to, so long as I'm careful. without asking first. {He doesn't anymore.} She isn't used to driving on the left. Near the coast of County Antrim in Northern Ireland, the Giant's Causeway
will astonish you with its alien appearance. best They . • Pat wore a dress with a pretty floral . such a challenge? answer Nobody "f' the final question in part 6. • Guy Fawkes Night commemorates a . Dear John, I just wanted to write and tell you about the new (0) I8w/l1ll/ that is being (1) in here in (2) . /1 A was leaving C leaving B had left 0 has left
14 Complete the second sentence so that it has Q similar meaning to the first sentence, using the word given. 6 • The school staff needs new in order to bring in novel ideas. I'm . 15 16 IDIOMS/FI)(ED PHRASES 1 all but: all in (in~: all told: for all: of all people: all along: all the same: all in all: for all I know: for all I care: nearly, almost/except
exhausted altogether in spite of used to express annoyance/ surprise because a certain person was thought to be unsuitable from the beginning yet, however when everything is considered as far as I know I don't care IDIOMS/FI)(ED PHRASES 2'\ take sth into account: on account of: on no account: on this/that account: on the air: in the air: up in the
air: clear the air: be up in arms: on the alert: consider sth because of under no circumstances for this/that reason broadcasting (opp.: off the air) uncertain it exists, but not talked about remove suspicion or bad feeling be very angry on the look-out; expecting sth 1 8 Fill in the blanks with one of the idioms/fixed phrases. 8 Put the verbs in brackets into
an appropriate past tense. To keep our site running, we need your help to cover our server cost (about $400/m), a small donation will help us a lot. abandon He chose . to (3) of the way live animals are used in experiments and even to (4) their use! It makes all our hard work worthwhile. ,. A shirk C dodge B duck D evade 4 The damp has his health;
he's got rheumatism. 8 You don't need to worry. 6 When he loudly at the joke, everyone in the theatre turned to look at him. The child showed no animosity . she could be lying. of the subject. window. A well-off C extravagant B rich D affluent 10 Brazil derives the majority of its revenue from one , coffee. You must use between three and eight words/
including the word given. The words you need do not occur in the article. 3 Why don't you ask Clare about the tropics? too much snow. No one (1) (yet/explain) satisfactorily why or how it was built, although teams of experts (2) (excavate) the site for years and a team of American scientists (3) . The creation of this timeless classic started in young
Alastair's bedroom, as his father would tell him bedtime stories about the magical world of Toad, Mole, Badger and Otter. It is hoped that France's actions will be an example to other European countries which now have few controls regarding the treatment of animals. But I firmly believe that these (10) (be) years of positive change and dramatic
improvements. If it (0) hadn't been (not/be) for louis, Joan (1) . He the fact that he'll have to resit." A had accepted C accepted B has accepted 0 has been accepting 2 "Did you have a good time at the Jordans?/1 "Not really. 7 8 10 .Grammar: 1 Tenses ~" ~ . ( CONVERSATIONAL GRAMMAR) 9 Choose the correct item. 9 10 10 ~Grommor: Tenses
jPAST ··········1··········································· ~I.mi~ ~ompJeted in the past when there is direct or indirect time reference He left an hour ago. The first thing that (4) (happen) was that th~ hotel where she (5) (plan) to stay (6) . 7 Our teacher doesn't like it when we leave the classroom without asking first. It's the first time I Japanese food." A have eaten
Beat C am eating o have been eati ng 9 IIWasn't sacking Mary rather harsh on his part?" "Not really; he her several times in the past." A had warned C warns B was warning 0 will warn 10 "Where's Jonathan?" "He to the travel agent's." A has been C has been going B has gone 0 had gone 1a Grammar: Te ses~ -STR U CTU R ALe 0 N U E R S ION ~
I've never been given such a nice present before. to you for the damage he has done. 6 She told me her name was Joan but . cap off the toothpaste. II "Are they? 30 • They put a stronger on the gate to stop their dog from getting out. o I have never been to (never) Cambodia, but I might include it on my itinerary next year. 2 What you're saying
amounts blackmail. Finn's wife, on seeing the giant, feared that her husband would be defeated, and so set out to fool Benandonner. my car having broken down. Mistake identification exercises - sentences with deliberate mistakes to be identified and corrected by students. 7 The meeting tomorrow is very important; . 9 By the time Monica (get) to the
library, Elena (already/do) all the research. A I haven't been able to travel much lately . If (24) is required to do that, then it should not be avoided for fear of presenting something (25) . It can also be used by advanced students, who wish to polish up their skills in the difficult grammatical area of structures and usage. ( PREPOSmOHS ) 20 Look at
Appendix 5 and fill in the blanks with the correct preposition. when job hunting. their job offer. The final question in part 6 wasn't answered correctly by anyone. I think she must be teething. You here for two months by then." A are C will have been B will be 0 have been 8 "How do you like your sushi?" "Well, it's really different. Interpreting our
heritage is not a soft option where all that is required is a nice, (20) view of the past. A rich C wealthy B affluent D lavish 9 I was rather embarrassed when John gave me such a(n} gift. (F) When she was four and her brother Kevin was seven, my spouse and I were asked to write a scary book. Before going to bed, run very cold water for several
minutes over your forearms and legs from the knee (8) , then dry yourself quickly and hop into bed. and put it in the fridge it will last longer. A recovered C would recover B used to recover o was recovering 12 "How's Peter doing?" "I don't know. {/t's midnight.} previously planned actions (instead of Present Continuous) I'll be seeing Sam tonight. 23
lCt Practice Test One Paper 3 Use of English Time: 1 hour 30 minutes Read the text below and think of the word which best fits each space. 2 As a vegetarian, Paul is people who eat meat. past actions happening one after the other He stood up, picked up his briefcase and left the office. He had fallen for the charms of a girl from Staffa, an island in
the Hebrides, and, in an attempt to see her more often, McCool built the Causeway so that she could cross to Ulster. I'll have to call a repairman. first It's . (try) hard to finish her dissertation. Best of all, it means that scientists will have to explain (10) they experiment on live animals at all! Apparently, some kind of committee of (11) will also be (12)
Hopefully, this will (13) other countries in Europe change their ways for the better. 13 Was there any response to his appeal? 13 I know this route looks dangerous but I can't think of a better option. • The wild cat hadn't left a single for us to follow. II A will have been arriving C arriving B will have arrived @ arrives "I suppose your report isn't ready
yet." "Don't worry. , so long as I'm careful. • Dieticians consider vegetables to be the healthiest option. a It's disgusting the way she at everyone who doesn't dress as we" as she does. 9 Having had dinner, I went to bed. If you ask me, there's bound to be a war soon. Be quiet, please! I'm thinking. action showing annoyance, irritation or surprise What
have you been doing to my computer? Normally priced at £ 190 per person, this magnificent journey to the Earth's most spectacular beach is now on special offer, costing only £ 145 per person. making ground in the opinion polls. contact I haven't . (PHRRSAL UERBS 1 ) 16 Look at Appendix 1 and fill in one of the prepositions or adverbs below, then
give a synonym for each phrasal verb. eye. (We do not know when.) I've been to Berlin twice. Clearly, there are many ways to avoid the pillpopping route and (14) enjoy a good night's sleep. (ability to see) • The verbs think, consider and expect can have continuous forms when they refer to an activity. I from him for months." A have to hear C haven't
heard B didn't hear 0 don't hear 11 12 Tenses 13 IITed is so inconsiderate." "What you say that, George?" A is making C makes B was making 0 had made 10 Put the verbs in brackets into the appropriate past tense. What time ?" A you're leaving C will you leave B will you be leaving D do you leave 3 "I've called Eddie a hundred times but he won't
answer the phone." "Try once more. saying It . IDENTIFY 27 Fill in the blanks with one of the words from the box below in the correct form. actions in progress at a certain time in the future I'll be Hying to Paris this time tomorrow. planned actions She's going to take her driving test next month. /Shalll get you some coffee? It's the first time he's
(ever) flown by Concorde. REMARK After suffering from serious illnesses as a child, he was forced to give up (6) CONVENTION education, and it was then that he began to study painting. We are not associated with any website in anyway. 7 Households that are more than six months . A used to C get used to B be used 0 used to be 4 Alison feels more
sympathy and less anger than she A had C was B would o used to 5 "Will you with the audio-video equipment by 12:30 pm?" "Possibly, but I'll let you know beforehand." A finish C be finishing B finished 0 have finished 6 "George is in hospital." "Yes, I've heard he good progress." A makes C will make B is making o would make 7 "I'm getting my work
permit next week." "It's about time. • The accountant quickly the amounts into the calculator. A group of students from Bangor University (6) (discuss) the possibility of re-enacting the journey from Wales, where such stones are to be found, overland to Stonehenge and sponsors (7) (come) forward with offers of financial assistance. o "Any news from
Tess?" "Yes. logical assumptions about sb's actions in the present He will be sleeping now. down I think . Note expansion exercises - notes to be expanded into complete sentences. Although many people who have sleeping problems, (2) chronic or occasional, automatically reach for the sleeping tablets when they see a difficult night (3) of them, there
are a number of so-called "folk" remedies which are not only cheaper but also much safer in the long run. The teacher is encouraged to adapt the book to the needs of the students and according to individual preFerence. • The at the football match arose when fans of the losing team didn't agree with the referee's call. M%I ,i"I.l! __ ~M%IM5iUiil.!it~
M%iiiil~,.kmiil#*ti\\~ ~I actions or repeated actions with recently completed actions past actions producing permanent states always, forever, constanrly She has just painted her visible results in the present He gOBS swimming every (often to show annoyance) room. 6 They (walk) to the water's edge, (wade) in and . B: If you tell me which hospital
she'll be in, I'll go and visit her. ( CONUERSRTIONRL GRRMMRR ) 5 Choose the correct item. I'm going to wash them tomorrow. 7 Stephen realised something terrible had happened as soon as he saw May crying . o "Where's Christine?" "1 don't know; she the office fifteen minutes ago." ® left C has left B had left 0 had been leaving "Why didn't
Madeline show up at the party last night?" "When I called her at 11 :00 she " A was still studying C would still study B had still been studying 0 still studied 2 Did you know that Oscar Wilde in Paris during his final years? {indirect time reference} past habitual actions He travelled/used to travel a lot when he was young. ··········rOTHER WAYS OF
EXPRESSING THE FUTURE ··········1··········································· be + to· infinitive (future plans, instructions) The meeting is to take place on Wednesday. 3 Ben's dreams of a university education . He's going to burn himself. aback We . • I'll always appreciate your help and support. The recommendations are based . So this tool was designed for free
download documents from the internet. Note certain future time, usually with before, by, by then, by the time, until/till By the end of July he will have been in Athens for two months. Although he normally (2) (work) in Indonesia, at present he (3) (supervise) a project in Rwanda which (4) (involve) the co-ordination of local people, aid workers and
engineers like himself. When I was at my grandparents' cottage, I would wake up early and go for a ride. fear They chose . Components Student's Book Teacher's Book 5 6 Grammar: j Tenses · ···"[""PR·ESENT , . simultaneous past actions While jane was geffing dressed, Tom was enioying his drink. Both our children have had the occasional nightmare,
but it is our younger one, Susan, who is the more sensitive and more prone to fears of monsters lurking under her bed. It's definitely going to rain. he hasn't spoken French for years. The British Museum (8) (also/announce) a forthcoming exhibition of artefacts from the Stonehenge period wh ich they (9) (gather) over the last five years from all over
Northern Europe. ( CONVERSATIONAL GRAMMAR) 11 Choose the correct item. Later, around the 13th century, universities and towns came (11) have their own messengers. {=He lives there.} He has gone to Toledo. • Danny holes in the reports and filed them. to blow up Parliament. • After negotiation, the price was . Although her (4) . We are a
non-profit group that run this website to share documents. ; I've watched it too often. 5 A: Look at those clouds. • laugh • smile • giggle • cI il:Jckle • sneer • grin • snigger • smirk • beam • titter • guffaw o Mr Jones chuckled to himself as he read a funny story in the newspaper. 15 Helen won't be happy till she gets a full refund. 9 You can't go into
the studio just yet as the programme is still . In my estimation, war is imminent. current trends and developments Oil prices are rising at present. 3 The villagers are about the proposed motorway. However, it was not (12) the 14th century that merchants, the private citizens (13) had the greatest need for a speedy and regular exchange of
correspondence, began to (14) up regular courier services. The race wilVis going to be held/take place tomorrow. 8 The politician . I bring the chairs in from the garden, then. but: I think you are wrong. Time Expressions: before, after, already, iust, for, since, till/until, by the time, never etc actions producing visible results in the past She was covered
in paint because she had been painting her room. 2 Nick Wales for three years now, studying for his degree. in order to water it. she was ill. to build a new orphanage. Do not use more than two words for each blank. 17 18 10 You need to consider the fact that he hasn't spoken French for years. This kind of rash will usually clear up . Relevant parts: B
. 7 • After the whole ordeal, we wondered if it was worth the . After his studies in Italy, Modigliani left for Paris. 15 She started doing her homework as soon as her brother had left for school. A I don't know how they found out, but they've known about it . S Those official files cannot be seen by the public until the end of the decade. o I've all but
finished; just give me a few minutes. A: Sheila have an operation next Tuesday. B: But it's nearly 8:00. 9 He continually boasts his fantastic job . It worked like a 9 • Ever since John broke the window, he's been in the teacher's books. They're hunting for a flat. She won't have cleaned the house until 6 o'clock. health food. 5 In June 1979 they . He " A
will sleep C will be sleeping B sleeps D is to be sleeping 4 "Well, I first came here last June." "So by the end of May you with us for almost a year." A will have been working C will have working B are going to have worked D will work 5 "Shall I call Eddie at home?" "1 think he ., now." A will be worki ng B is going to work 6 "Is Nigel still here?" C is to
work D will work "Yes, but hurry up, he is just " A about to leave C to be leaving B about leaving D to leave 7 1100 you know it's Maggie's birthday today?" IIYes, she a party tonight." A has C is to have B is having D will have 8 IIDoesn't she feel nervous about having to teach that class?" "I shouldn't think so as she's such an experienced teacher. o
Instead of bottling up your feelings, let's talk about it and clear the air The fire fighters are always for forest fires, particularly in the summer. How long ago did you leave school? these days. 10 It's nice to see him " again after his illness. forward They . It's a year since she started taking/having English lessons. her new stepbrother. It was while I was
walking down the street that I saw Mary. • If you pay on our installment plan, we will your carpets free of charge. 1 , it seemed to be quite a good suggestion. You will find yourself feeling totally relaxed and drowsy. We are not responsible for the content. home with some fish and chips. Item (BJ has been done for you. Fixed phrases - presentation of
fixed phrases in coloured tables with relevant gap filling and four-option multiple choice sentences. Popular theories (4) (suggest) that Stonehenge was built as a temple, but no one (5) (manage) to work out how the stones were transported here. dramatic narration The lights go out and a figure tears out of the villa. • Rumour has it that he quit the
country leaving nothing but debts behind. 2 What he told me made me very curious to hear the rest of the story. 6 It is a foregone conclusion that Mark will get the job. A council will also be formed, consisting of scientists, animal rights activists and other qualified members. but: Since you have his phone number, you can call him. The material in the
book is structurally graded and is intended to be practised over the duration of the Proficiency course. If's my belief that he won't agree. o The Minister's statement has no bearing on this case. Welcome to the world's most spectacular volcanic site: the Giant's Causeway, in Northern Ireland. Underlying this wonderful story is a caring father)s attempt
to quietly instruct his son in the ways of the world. I only had an hour's sleep last night. Witness the result of nature's ancient fury. eye The neighbours . Practice Test This section consists of complete Use of English practice tests in the same form as the revised Cambridge Proficiency Examination Paper 3. 3 If's a long time since he visited us. 6 Our
dog has been its food for days now. ·· rHA·S BEEN TO / HAS BEEN IN / HAS GONE TO , . news. It was proposed that a new orphanage should be built. • The play had too many characters and a confused . While walking down the street, I saw Mary. Burning lava pours out of the earth's interior and comes in contact with the freezing air, rapidly cooling
into 40,000 black, hexagonal columns. 306 Appendix 1 - Phrasal Verbs 312 Appendix 2 - Idioms/Fixed Phrases 317 Appendix 3 - Words often confused 322 Appendix 4 -Word Formation 329 Appendix 5 -Verbs, Adjectives, Nouns with Prepositions 338 Appendix 6 - Verbal Constructions 350 3 4 Introduction The CPE Use of English 7 for the revised
Cambridge Proficiency Examination is a practice book intended for advanced students of English who wish to sit the revised CPE examination as well as other examinations at the same level of difficulty. As he ran off, he ripped up parts of the Causeway, which explains why only parts of it remain. on-tha-spot decisions "Your clothes are dirty.
estimation In " imminent. laws of nature/scientific facts and instructions Ice melts when heated. POST IN HISTORY Although it may come as a surprise (O) to many people, postal services have existed in some parts of the world for thousands of years. account The suspect . 10 Those teenage girls do nothing but . 3 Beware the strong currents when
swimming in this area. 4 The swimming pool is to all pupils unless accompanied by a teacher. (walk) in the rain. When was the last time you had a haircut? • Ripton was at that time a official at the Treasury. A general C indefinite B hypothetical D abstract 7 You'll never convince me! We'll just have to . • The government is taking a firm . He is bound
to pass his exams. • beneath • off • up to • in for • iii witl. What they (5) . A recess C abeyance B suspension D waiting 4 It was an extremely hostile article which cast on the conduct of the entire cabinet. First you chop the meat, then you fry it. • I think you got a deal when you joined that firm. , 12 Complete the second sentence so that it has a
similar meaning fo the first sentence, using the word given. tomorrow, the day after tomorrow, tonight, soon, next week, month/year, in a week/month/year etc. S The tourists bartered the souvenirs at the local market. You must use between three and eight words, including the word given. Every Christmas Eve all the family the tree together." A
would have decorated C had been decorating B would decorate 0 used to decorating 10 When I lived downtown I to the cinema almost every night. 12 I was surprised not to see Meg at the party but I later heard she was ill. Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence, using the word given. Most people have
tried having a hot drink such as milk or (4) of a number of commercially available herbal infusions before going to bed, but there are other, (5) well-known remedies, which can help you on your way to a restful night's sleep. j FUTURE FOR"S ··········1··········································· predictions, offers, promises, requests, suggestions Will you help me with
the dishes? a year. when there is evidence that sth will definitely happen She's going to have a baby. She dressed her husband up as a baby and made him lie in an enormous cradle. 27 • Before signing the contract, make sure you read the small . One unusual (6) effective technique involves not warmth, (7) you might think, but cold. Did anyone
respond to his appeal? After I had had dinner, I went to bed. 35 They chose not to drive because they thought there would be too much snow. By October she teaching for fifteen years." A is going to be B has been C will have been D is to be 9 "Why don't we go to the cinema?" "It's too late; the film started by now." A will be C shall have B is going to
be D will have 10 "You look gorgeous in that dress." "Really? A dodge B evade C shirk D duck 2 He's so lazy! We a" have to work harder because he's always his duties. I I'll ever visit them again." A don't think C won't be thinking B am not thinking 0 think not 3 Gerald just can't working shifts. • My heart is set on a couch with an embossed floral .
Please help us to share our service with your friends. 16 When did you last have a haircut? The suspect could not explain why he had sand in his boots. Word usage -word formation texts containing ten gaps (to be used with reference to Appendix 4), four-option multiple choice cloze texts and sentences to be completed using the most appropriate
choice from groups of words often confused. They have also gained (3) for the entirely personal POPULAR atmosphere with which they are invested: a kind of mute (4) between RELATION the artist and sitter that implicates the spectator in a truly (5) way. She moved to Austria a month ago. 19 It is certain that he'll pass his exams. (To be used with
reference to Appendix 1) Idioms/Fixed phrases - presentation of idioms/fixed phrases in coloured tables with relevant exercises. arranged future actions (timetables, programmes, etc) The match begins at 8:30 next Monday evening. Kenneth Grahame was a large, self-effacing Scotsman (at 39, the youngest ever Secretary of the Bank of England)
whose shyness and aloofness meant that he had few friends. (=He has gone and come back.) He has been in Buenos Aires for a year. If's the nicest present I've ever been given. In a paragraph of between 50 and 70 words, summarise how each child reacted to the storytelling. CPE Use Of English 1 for the revised Cambridge Proficiency Examination
student's Book Virginia Evans 4~ Express Publishing Contents Units Page Tenses 6 Practice Test 1 . 10 The man begged his wife forgiveness. Use the word given in capitals at the end of some of the lines to form a word that fih in the space in the same line. a I was always in trouble for answering . This is an injustice to history, with too much emphasis
put on the bland and not enough on the harsh reality of the past. (do) all day? allowances You need to . • She was sideways when she heard she had won the lottery. They are on the point of leaving. to lack of co-operation. The race takes place tomorrow. 7 Do you know what's at the cinema tonight? • down on • out • on • down with • into o Susan gets
all the perks because she's in with the administration. bound He . 14 Because of the lack of co-operation he decided to leave the project unfinished. He hasn't visited us for a long time. 2 He's never flown by Concorde before. A swayed C influenced B affected D impressed 6 Before I pay for the painting, I need proof that it i! a(n) Picasso, not a copy.
Alastair loved his father's stories, (1) After a while, he wouldn't (2) The experience of the writer of the second passage was very different. the job. on it. Although he (5) (enjoy) the experience, he (6) (doubt) the project will be finished soon. • The plan was a great success. PHRASAL UERBS 2 act on: do whatever is advised/ suggested act up (inij:
behave awkwardly or badly/not work properly answer (sb) back (inij: respond rudely to sb answer for: be responsible for sth/pay for/vouch for answer to: back down: back out (oij: back up: bear on (ij: bear with: be under the command of sb/have the characteristics described cease to oppose or demand withdraw (from) support/ confirm be relevant
to/affect be patient 17 Fill in the correct preposition(s) or adverb. She (2) : (not/meet) him before, but she (3) (be) certainly glad that she had by the end of her stay. than Nothing . This creates the danger of "softening" the image to make it a little less (18) , a little less (19) and a little more acceptable to the general audience. lb English 5 She doesn't
eat crisps or chocolate; she's . short I . We were having a good time at the party when the fire broke out. I'm afraid you've just missed him. I it by tomorrow." A will have been finishing C am finishing B will be finishing 0 will have finished 2 "So, are you coming along, after all?" "Well, I don't know. 11 Sheila was the only one who succeeded in finding
the solution to the problem. access The . 3 Put the verbs in brackets into the Simple Present or Present Continuous. 7 I was totally abashed his rude manner. A affected C swayed B influenced D impressed 5 I'm sure that living with a vegetarian has me to eat less meat. The Scottish giant, Benandonner, challenged Finn McCool to a duel to the death.
There is no doubt that he'll pass his exams. "John really ought to lose some weight." "You're right; he very heavily during the walk yesterday." A was breathing B had breathing C has been breathing o had been breathing 2 /II heard Roy and Alice had an argument./I /lDo you know what it this time?" A has started C had been starting B started 0 had
started 3 "I wonder how Jeff is doing." /II haven't got a clue. appetite What he told me . (H) My seven-year-Id hadn't said anything, but it was obvious from his expression that he wasn't exacrly enjoying it. child According to Dr Donovan, Rosie is bound to bf offered the position. 4 Susan and Tom (meet) when they (study) in Edinburgh 20 years ago. A
residence B abode C home D domicile 2 Until your finances are in the , it's not a good : idea to take out a loan. a I don't know what he's been , but he looks very embarrassed. with their mortgage repayments will face repossession of their homes. 9 Costs must be if the company is to survive the current economic downturn. • He seems confident that
houses in this area will appreciate in value in the next few years. polite inquiries I was wondering if you could help me. while we are away. Stonehenge (0) has been (be) the subject of archaeological debate for many years. 22 Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence/ using the word given. 2 You can't change
your mind now. Gapped sentences - each question is made up of three discrete sentences. 3 She was going to hand in her notice when the boss decided to promote her. 21 22 I ~.~.~PARIttG FOR PART 5 i SUMMARY WRITIttG I Locating and Paraphrasing Relevant Information ··········1··········································· 31 aj Read the passages, then read the
following summary question, and decide which four of the eight bold parts should be included in the answer. Each sentence contains one gap which has to be completed with only one word which is common to all three sentences. medal in this sport. 5 I don't know how I can make it up to you for spoiling your plans. It will mean that (8) will know
about (9) the animals are kept. Time Expressions intentions I know my clothes are dirty. She started doing her homework when her brother had left for school. past action in progress interrupted by another action She was leaving when the phone rang. You are self-responsible for your download. It requires a full working (21) of the issues and the
evidence, together with a (22) to be open about the strengths and weaknesses of our ability to interpret in a way that (23) understanding. The French government is planning to introduce new measures to monitor and limit the use of live animals in scientific research. (already/finish) his speech by the time the TV reporter (arrive). • I have to admit
that I met him by ; I waited in the lobby until he arrived . I'm seeing my dentist tomorrow. 21 Look at Appendix 5 and fill in the blanks with the correct preposition. Efficient and highly developed postal services were also established in the Persian and Roman empires. How the book is organised Each unit consists of three main sections: Grammar,
English in Use and a Practice Test. After having dinner, I went to bed. • A on a canal regulates the flow of water. The total wordcount for all four parts should not exceed 50 words. A sma" dog went for my ankles but I adroitly managed to it. 4 A: I'm sure I pass the course this time. 19 In my opinion, Simon was a fool not to accept their job offer. 3 He'll
be it when his parents discover he took the money. alternative However dangerous this route looks, . (E) A few years ago we decided to try a new genre and added goblins and various other monsters to our cast of characters. 19 Fill in the blanks with one of the idioms/fixed phrases. II opinions, hopes, fears, especially with think, expect, suppose,
imagine, fear, etc I think he'll pass the test. 31 • Carmen had always hypnotherapy until she found it actually worked. 2 jeremy joined the cricket club a year ago. (A) To his son Alastair, however, he gave his heart and the wonderful literary gift of The Wind in the Willows. 7 While the soldiers (advance) they did not realise that the enemy (plan) a
surprise attack. English in Use This section consists of: Open doze texts - modified cloze texts containing fifteen gaps. I'll wash them. You're always leaving the room. • I'll always remember Mrs White, my teacher in school. 5 I've been following the election campaign and I think the government will win the election. forehead?" 11 you (always/leave)
the "I (think) she's got a temperature." bathroom tap running . (He is still a teacher.) Time Expressions: since, yet, for, already, iust, ever, so far, recently, lately, still, how long etc an action beginning in the past and continuing up to the present, focusing on the action especially with for or since She has been waiting for two hours but there's still no
sign of him. Would you like me to tell him the news? by midnight. repeated actions still continuing He has worked as a teacher for four years. How long is it since you left school? 7 There's a ban using hosepipes during the drought. Then, as she (7) (try) to get a taxi to take her to another hotel, someone on a motorbike (8) (snatch) her bag with all her
tickets and credit cards in it. She won't be back for at least three weeks. then, when, ago, How long ago ?, last night/week/year etc past actions in progress/ at a given point in time She was still working at eight o'clock yesterday evening. You be late. 3 A: So I'll book your dental appointment for 4:30, shall I? • His chronic back was caused by his
sleeping on a soft mattress. cJ Write the summary. • Lorna Rook has been all over the world promoting her latest . member 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Jeremy's . time It's . 3 I hardly ever at jokes. As of next month, I (3) (serve) my country in a public capacity for 6 years; I (4) (hope) to continue for at least as many more. The race is scheduled to take place/for

tomorrow. a diet. (recenrly/start) working in the area with sophisticated new equipment. 38 They tried very hard to finish by midnight. The first one has been done for you . When I was walking down the street, I saw Mary. 17 She wrote the book while she was on holiday. The elections take place next Sunday. A has been living B had lived C had been
living o lived 1a Grammar: Te ses j 3 "You're looking miserable." "1 on my thesis when my computer suddenly crashed." A was worki ng B used to work C would work o have been working 4 "Did you hear the rain last night?" "Yes, it all night." A had been pouring C has poured B was pouring D was poured 5 "Can't we just order a nice bit of cod?"
"Don't be ridiculous! We all this way to eat fish and chips." A haven't been coming C aren't coming B haven't come 0 hadn't come 6 "I love your car." "This old thing? Wisdom, folly, firm action and tolerance are all discreetly displayed in such a way that a young child could understand and appreciate. Time Expressions: while, when, as, all
morning/evening, day, night etc i USED TO / GET USED TO / WOULD ··········1··········································· used to + infinitive (past habitual action/state) be/get used to + gerund/noun (habitual action) would (repeated past action and routine) ~Iim' __ ~."@~ post acti~n which a Jong~r past action which happened before another continued up to
another past action past action She had already typed all She had been cooking all the letters before her boss day long when Tom came arrived. S Your calculations do not accord mine. A criticism C disapproval B aspersions D abuse 5 Could I pick your on the subject before the meeting? 6 She was very appreciative all the support she got from her
friends. The second story presents the Causeway's construction in a less romantic light. feeling I . She waited until her brother had left for school before she started (doing) her homework/or before starling to do Not until her brother had left for school did she start (doing) her homework. (D) 'The Wind in the Willows' has all of the characteristics of
didactic children's literature, in that it primarily aims to teach. She then invited the giant for a cup of tea, pleading for him to be quiet as her "baby" was sleeping. There is also a Verbal Construction Appendix (Appendix 6) which students can use as a reference guide for specific structures. In ancient times, (6) services were mainly confined (7) the use
of representatives of the state; private citizens (a) use of slaves, merchants and the like to send their messages and documents. A He has tried to lose weight before. o "Tina is still looking for a decent flat." "How long ?/1 A was she looking B is she looking C had she looked @ has she been looking "Has Paul come to terms with his examination
results?/1 "Yes. Take a large apple, wash it and eat it slowly, (10) particular care to chew the peel thoroughly. 6 It is certain that he will compensate you for the damage he has done. an action up to a certain time in the future, emphasising the continuity, usually with by for By next Sunday, they will have been living here for two weeks. You've worked
really hard this term. when I was at school. Hopefully the changes here will help with your campaign! 19 20 (WORD USAGE) 26 Read the text below. 9 If you can bear me a little longer, I'll try to explain the reasons behind our actions. point She . o falf:;e teeth 6 light 1 passport 7 flowers 2 alarm 8 tears 3 hair 9 pearls .4 note 10 impression 5 limbs 11
additives 30 Think of one word which can be used appropriately in all three sentences. young Mozart . (It smells of paint.) She works in a bank. (= a prior arrangement) but: Do you see those birds? She has been painting her day. 5 The last time I saw her was a month ago. 0 A: I'm going to start learning Chinese. (1) is ample evidence that a postal
service existed among the Assyrians and Babylonians~ In China a regular postal service (2) established in the seventh century Be, and (3) the centuries attained (A) . He up, slammed the door and stormed out of the building." A got C was getti ng B has got 0 had got 8 "Mary has difficulty fitting in." "Well, I guess she to this type of work." A didn't use
C doesn't get used B isn't used 0 hasn't been used 9 "I loved Christmas as a child." "So did I. 7 I don't think I'll go out tonight. notice when the boss decided to promote her. B: I hope you do. 28 • They built a cottage on their little of land. 25 She wrote the book during her holiday. While the general attitude (5) (seem) to be that things in this country
(6) (go) from bad to worse, I believe that by the end of my next term of office we (7) (be/able) to look back and count the improvements that have been made. It was then that louis (12) (approach) her and (13) (introduce) himself. think of. "Why (he/leave)?" 7 Come on John! You (know) "Because he (play) football me since high school! You at 6:30 this
evening." (not/really/believe) I would do such a terrible thing. My husband and I write books for a living. Marco Polo. A stock C ware B merchandise D commodity (COLLOCATIONS) 29 Fill in artificial, false. How to use the book The book is designed for use in class or self-study. One part in the second passage has been underlined for you. you already
knew. (not/receive) her booking, so they had no room for her. I it then." A will be buying C will buy B buy D am to buy 11 "So, when is your maths exam?" "Well, this time tomorrow I for it." A will be sitting C will have been sitting B will sit D sit 6 Put the verbs in brackets into an appropriate present or future form. granted Becky didn't tell you . as the
past equivalent of the Present Perfect Compare: Bob had always dreamed of being in a musical, but he never got the chance. 6 My TV has been all week. to the problem. 11 I don't believe that he'll agree. CheWing is not only relaxing in (11) , but the peel of the apple contains a natural substance (12) ' induces relaxation. Offer ends on June 30th, so
book now by using our free phone number or our web-page. You are not to leave the premises until 17:00. 7 A: If you buy the flowers, I'll get some chocolates. A Half the staff are the flu this week. Time Expressions: usually, Time Expressions: now, at often, always, every day, in present, at the moment, the morning, on Mondays etc these days, still,
today, tonight, nowadays etc actions beginning in the past and continuing up to the present, focusing on the result He has wriffen three books. B: I've told you a thousand times! I come. actions in progress/ temporary actions He's sleeping at the moment. 2 ·A: I have to be at work by 8:30. averse I'm . We've gone back to writing non-scary books now,
as the experience made us aware that children are extremely impressionable when it comes to ghosts and other things that go bump in the night;.) bj Paraphrase the relevant parts so that you use as few of the words appearing in the passage as possible. 8 The cat basked the warm sunshine. As her French (9) (be) quite rusty, she (10) (not/know) how
to explain what (11) (happen). 9 Mr Smith always when he sees me; I get the feeling he knows something I don't. 9 I have an aversion spiders. be about + to· infinitive/be on the point of + gerund (immediate future) They are about to leave. 5 His future is still ; he can't decide whether to become a surgeon or a psychiatrist. Phrasal verbs - presentation
of phrasal verbs clearly set out in coloured tables and with relevant exercises. I've only thought about it in the before. He used to work till late at night. amends I don't know your plans. 4 Put the verbs in brackets into the Present Perfect or Present Perfect Continuous. In Medieval Europe, postal services (9) organised by emperors and by the papacy,
(10) private citizens continued to entrust their correspondence to various travellers. • The witness was asked to take the witness and testify under oath. 'Caledonian Holidays' now offers you the opportunity to visit this awesome site. Helen. months. 20 The neighbours will look after our house while we are away. • Although he claimed not to be
superstitious, he put a in his back pocket before heading for the exam. 4 He visit his father. scheduled The . 'Caledonian Holidays' offers package weekend trips to the Giant's Causeway from Glasgow, Liverpool, Dublin and Belfast. Thank you for interesting in our services. The Teacher's Book for the Student's Book contains the answers overprinted on
the relevant pages of the Student's Book. 2 He has never felt so embarrassed before. 3 You (not/really/expect) 9 Randall (kick) the ball into the net and me to eat this stew! It (smell) awful! it (be) a goal! 4 I (try) to complete that 10 He (study) most of the year, jigsaw for over three months now! but now it's summer, he (work) in a 5 "Why (you/feel)
Annie's shop. 39 The trapped fireman finally got away through the back window. Time Expressions: for, since, how long, lately, recently etc Stative verbs describe a state and do not have continuous forms. I just don't find them funny. In fact, I am so confident that if it (8) (not/be) the case, I (9) (never/make) another promise in my life. 26 • Ray
married a woman ten years his . However, the ingenuity of its content means that it stands out from other didactic children's literature, making it a novel that can be read simply for the pleasure one finds in the hilarious exploits of Toad and his friends; on a didactic level, it acts as a gentle, benevolent guide. Her younger child (3) . 32 oj Read the
passages, then read the following summary question, and underline the parts which should be included in the answer. 2 Dancers at the ballet school 8 The opposition party (appear) to be (train) for the performance since last November. off I've . when his father died and he was forced to earn a living. A One legend has it that Finn McCool built the
Causeway to help his love cross from the Hebrides. Register transfer exercises - one text including' certain information followed by a gapped text providing the same information in a different register. (e) Soon, he would refuse to go to bed without his father furnishing him with another episode. 4 She is finding it difficult to adjust the climate. (swim)
to the other side. When Benandonner saw the huge "infant", he began to wonder about the size of the father, and ended up beating a hasty retreat back to Scotland. The new measures aim to ensure that the public will be informed as to the conditions in which animals are kept, and scientists will be made to justify their use of live animals in cases
where substitutes can be found. 3 his hard work, he didn't get a promotion. A MODERN ITALIAN ARTIST Amedeo Modigliani (1884 - 1920) was an Italian painter and sculptor whose (0) original ORIGIN paintings, which were characterised by asymmetry of composition, (1) of LONG figure, and simple but (2) use of line, are among the most important
MONUMENT of the 20th century. A composure C stable B disarray D balance 25 Read the following article and using the information given, complete the following letter by writing the missing words in the correct spaces. 2 Doctors in World War II in plastic surgery techniques. He has been to Berlin. should you be late. It's been months since I last
spoke with Paul. Do not change the word given. A evading C ducking B shirking D dodging 3 The Prime Minister managed to any tricky questions asked by the interviewer. A credit B funds C profit D black 3 The matter has been left in until the legal ramifications have been explored. • Having met his parents, I can see that generosity is in his . Use
only one word in each space. B: Are you? According to Irish tradition, the Giant's Causeway has two possible origins, both involving legendary A hero, Finn McCool. bJ Paraphrase the relevant parts so that you use as few of the words appearing in the passage as possible. 2 We (not/enjoy) the play so we (leave) early. 12 While I was walking down the
street, I saw Mary. /I 7 Fill in will or be going to. indefinite past actions or experiences She has seen this film. a high level of efficiency that some 2,000 years after its institution it won the admiration of travellers (5) . 2 • A of dirt and oil lay over the surface of the pond. TO SLEEP OR NOT TO SLEEP Are you one of those people (0) who toss and turn
all night, unable to (1) to sleep? She tomorrow on the 9: 15 train. Finn, thinking he would win the duel easily and rid Britain of the giant forever, hastily hurled large stones into the Irish Sea to form a passageway for his enemy to walk across.
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